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GREENPEACE SPEAKS OUT TRUMP BY WITHDRAWAL THE USA FROM PARIS
AGREEMENT
RUMP IS AGAINST THE REST OF THE WORLD 

Paris Wahsington DC, 02.06.2017, 01:47 Time

USPA NEWS - Greenpeace strongly denounces Donald Trump's decision to abandon the Paris Climate Accord. With this decision,
the US is effectively abandoning its international leadership and the economic benefits of the energy transition, according to Jennifer
Morgan, Executive Director of Greenpeace International:"While the United States could have set an example in the fight against
climate change, Donald Trump decided to go against the grain of progress. It is a morally incomprehensible decision that the US
President will come To fight against climate change is not a political or legal debate: it is a requirement that must be imposed on us to
protect the planet and its inhabitants. "
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For Jennifer Morgan, Executive Director of Greenpeace International:

"While the United States could have set an example in the fight against climate change, Donald Trump decided to go against the grain
of progress. It is a morally incomprehensible decision that the US President will come To fight against climate change is not a political
or legal debate: it is a requirement that must be imposed on us to protect the planet and its inhabitants.
"--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Donald Trump prefers to jump from the energy transition train and give up the role of locomotive to other countries who have realized
that we need to protect the climate by turning to renewable energies. The world order, at a time when some European countries, China
and others are leading the way. " "Nearly 200 countries have signed the Paris Accord, and only one choice is to withdraw. This shows
how Donald Trump is not in step with the rest of the world."-------------------------------
YAB SANO DIRECTOR OF GREENPEACE SOUTHEAST ASIA &FORMER NEGOTIATOR FOR THE PHILIPPINES AT THE
UN----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For Yeb Saño, director of Greenpeace Southeast Asia and former negotiator for the Philippines at the UN on climate issues:
"This day will remain in history as the day when the United States, under the administration of Donald Trump, turned its back on those
who needed their leadership, ambition and compassion." "The Philippines is the first victims of climate change, and its inhabitants will
demand accountability for the suffering and injustice caused by global warming, but we are not alone. Transition and will remain so -
with or without the US government."
ACCORDING TO LI SHUO, HEAD OF THE POLITICAL OFFICE OF GREENPEACE EAST ASIA
"President Trump is swamping his country against the rest of the world. As China gives up coal-fired power plants, Donald Trump
renounces climate action." "Trump's attempt to sabotage the global transition towards a cleaner and safer energy future is doomed to
failure, which will only isolate the United States on the international stage, giving China the opportunity To reap the economic benefits
of this US withdrawal. " Li Shuo, head of the political office of Greenpeace East Asia State
See also article : TRUMP WILL WITHRAW THE USA FROM PARIS AGREEMENT SIGNED BY 195 COUNTRIES IN PARIS AT
COP21 SIGNED 12 12 2015 IN BOURGET - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-11280/trump-will-withraw-the-usa-from-
paris-agreement-signed-by-195-countries-in-paris.html#sthash.A3hemI31.dpuf
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